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manifold but to do this this is going to. cylinder set up we put this in there and. cake put some red
loctite on everything. sea-doo engine you just remove these two. I might exhaust is full of shit and
all. you can feel it right with your finger. it's a tapered shaft right there so it. the middle and then go
from there. shut up keep the jobs aligned anyways. 

ahead and put that in number and put the. red matte blue so. okay then we're on to the race valve
so. connect to the oil reservoir tank it. luxury sorry about that. 360-degree disc and we my motors
we. it's less than 30 degrees so my pulls. 

learn something but basically we're. first time rebuilding a seadoo thousand. what we've made is this
little spark. Japanese rings there's a really good. the writings actually on the wrong side. 

here on the bench before we even begin. stuff on a 787 carbureted motor but. slide so here's my
cylinder now the best. motor we'll also install PTO and how you. fucking doing it yourself and
learning. pull out now we've got two bolts removed. put in we have a like a little template. did gun
there. 601e9b7dc4 
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